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Significance of the Stud7
It is recognized today that the outstanding feature of child-placing
agencies is seeking to adjust the difficulties in the lives of dependent
and neglected children by transferring them to a new family environment*
It appears that in order to do a good job of placing these children, the
agency must have a thorou^ knowledge of the homes into which the children
are placed* If a child is placed into a setting where there is adequate
knowledge of the foster home, chances are that new difficulties may react
upon him more detrimentally than did those out of which he was brought*^
The agency is primarily concerned with finding stiitable homes and with
2
meeting the individual needs of the foster child,
Foster children are like other children as far as needs are concerned.
However, there are some special aspects of these needs that stand out in
the case of foster children,^ To satisfy the placed child*s development
these needs must be adequately met, Foster parents can help by demon¬
strating the qualities of natural parents in giving him love and care,
understanding and guidance,^
Maiy S, Doran et al«« The Selection of Foster Homes for Children
(New York, 1919), pp. 7-S.
2
Henrietta Gordon, Casework Services for Children (Boston, 1956),
p. 122.
3
Maiy B, Sayles, Substitute Parents (New York, 1937), p, 48,
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Henrietta Gordon, op* cit*. p, 123*
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In the selection of these foster homes, the social agency considers
whether the individual foster faniily will provide wholesome surroundings
for a healthy and normal development of the particular child. A major
factor considered in placement is the selection of families who have love,
tinderstanding and patience to accept a troubled child,^ Consideration is
given to the financial situation, housing condition, nei^borhood and
2
housekeeping standards. These and many other factors shooild be kept in
mind when considering temporary or permanent foster care for the child.
Although teB5)orary foster care is provided through the use of super¬
vised boarding homes and in some instances free homes, these homes are
also selected to provide service for all types of problraasj for example,
they may care for the emotionally disturbed child needing foster care or
the yoimgsters who have been adjudged delinquents. It has been recognized
that these exceptionally troubled children and other children are best
served in foster families because they require the sustained care and af¬
fection of parental figures. It is an acknowledged fact that these foster
children are damaged if given mass treatment,^ However, when it is not
possible to return a child to his own home, it may be necessary to place
him in a permanent foster home,^ Here the child is reared by a family in
1
Walter Friedlander, Introduction to Social Welfare (New York, 1957),
p. 347.
2 ,
Henry S, Maas and Richard Engler, Children in Need of Parents (New
York, 1959), p, 383.
“9
Spencer H, Crookes, "Child Welfare," Social Work Year Book (1954),
p. 86.
4
Esther Glickman, Child Placement Throu^ Clincially Oriented Casework
(New York, 1957), p, 69,
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much the same spirit as if he were adopted but with the exception that
adoption is not possible because of legal obstacles. Thus the child grows
and develops in a family circle.
The type of foster care provided for the child shoiild be based on a
consideration of the wishes of his parents, if they are still in the
picture, his individual needs and his family situation,^ It is necessary
to study each child and his family situation in order to determine what
type of care is best suited to his needs. It is also just as important to
know and to understand the child's conception of the tenure of his present
situation and the alternatives he sees to that situation,^
Professional social work skill is needed so that the foster home se¬
lected fits the child's need. It is also important that the child placed
is one >dio is able to meet the needs of the foster parents, at least to
the degree where he will provide some satisfaction for them,^ Social work
skill is also required to help the child understand the situation that con¬
fronts him, and to help prepare him for the periods of stress and the con¬
flicts which generally occur vhen he is placed away from his parents in a
foster home. The child's need is the gride in selecting and accepting his
foster hcnne. In selecting homes, social workers do not experiment with
children because this will endanger their social development and generally
1
Sarah Virgo, "A Study of the Criteria of the Selection of Foster
Homes" (Unpublished Master's thesis. School of Social Work, Atlanta Uni¬
versity, 1957), p. 2,
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damage the foster child who is already upset an4 confused in losing his
own home,^ Moreover, it is of utmost iirportance that foster homes shotild
be selected only after a carefiil and thou^tful study. Because of a con¬
cern for this vital aspect of the field, the writer has undertaken this
study.
Purpose of the Study
The purposes of this stu<ty were to describe the accepted criteria
generally used in the selection of foster homes with the aid of literat\ire.
The second ptirpose was to describe the criteria used by Leake and Watts
Children’s Home in selecting and rejecting foster homes. The third
purpose was to learn the ways in which the workers use the criteria of
Leake and Watts,
Method of Procedure
In order to find out what are the generally accepted criteria used by
most diild-placing agencies, a library study was employed. Here, the
writer read available material including books, pamphlets, magazines, and
gave special reference to the publications of Child Welfare League of
American and the State Division of Child Welfare,
In order to find out criteria used at Leake and Watts Children's Home,
a study was made of the Foster Home Manual, State Division of Child
Welfare and New York Department of Health, The writer used other publi¬
cations Issued by Leake and Watts Children's Home in relating the material
of the agency,
X
Jean Bonham,"Successful Foster Homes," Louisiana Welfare (1955)»
P. 1*
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A schedule was used in this study based on the cirlteria used by the
agency and the standards of the Child Welfare League in order to extract
information about foster home selection.
The records were taken from the agenqy file, recorded dating July 1,
1959 to June 30, I960, Of the 30 homes studies available to the writer,
a blind selection of fourteen homes wei^ made. This study was coaposed of
six accepted homes and eight rejected homes. These case-records contained
both active and inactive homes. This means that there are eight children
placed in the four active foster homes and no children, so far placed in
the inactive approved homes.
Case records were read from the files of both accepted and rejected
homes; this did not include those homes that withdrew trcm the agency be¬
cause of lack of interest or having little patience in waiting for the
study to be completed. In addition, informal conversations were held with
supervisors and case workers of Foster Home Finding idio approved or dis¬
approved of foster homes. However, this was only done udien the writer
found that the case records were not clear.
It was necessary to gather other information by the method Of inter¬
viewing supervisors and workers who worked with foster Home Finding, An
interview gxiide was used in this study to gather data. The writer-uti¬
lized the data collected in the hope that this would present a more ade¬
quate description of the criteria which one uses in the selection of
foster homes.
Scope and Limitations
This study was limited for several reasons. The writer studied a
limited number of cases. The writer only interviewed supervisors in charge
6
of Foster Home Finding rather than foster parents. The study was conducted
from October 1, I960 to Febimary 24» 1961, inasmuch as this was the period
Of the writer’s block placement. Too, the study was limited by the writer's
inexperience of social research techniques.
CHAPTER II
SETTING OF THE STUDY
The Leake and Watts Orphan Hoto was foimded bj John Watts at the re«
quest of John Leake^ who left his considerable fortune to Mr. Watts for
this purpose. The agency had an institutional setup and gare care to
children from the greater New York area. In 1891> the institutional set¬
up gave care to children from the greater New York area; it had been pre¬
viously located in New York City.
As the years passed, many significant changes developed within the
institution such as the construction of several cottages on the grounds,
services to all children regardless of race or creed, and the development
of a foster home department in 1944. This area will be discussed more
thoroughly in the setting of the study. In 1947 and 1948> the home merged
with the Episcopal Hoiaae and the Sevilla-Hopewell Society^ this changed the
charter name to the Leake and Watts Children's Horae, Incorporated.
Physical Setting
At the present, the large min building is the administrative building.
This building accommodates administrative and social service offices, psy¬
chiatric and clerical offices, gymnasium, an auditorium and an Episcopal
chapel. In addition, on the second floor, we find apartments for some of
the staff members and temporary living quarters for teenage boys.
The grotinds are extremely spacious and there are thirteen cottages on
the groUTKisj eight of these cottages are for children and five house staff




The policies aiKi practices of the Leake and Watts Children's Home are
established by a Board of Directors which now number 24* The institution
is supervised by an Executive Director who administers the overall program
of the agency*^
The other positions within the Social Service Department of the agency
are Director of Social Service, twenty-six full time social %forkers, three
part time workers and one trained group worker who has several workers on
his staff*
Services to Children
It has been stated that the main purpose of Leake and Watts is to
give services to dependent and neglected children* These youngsters re¬
ferred to the agency are non-delinquent children who for many reasons,
such as death, neglect, desertion, illness and difficvilties in the communi¬
ty find it necessary to be cared for out of their own home* These children
comre, mainly from the Department of Welfare of New York City and New York
Children*s Court* Children may also be referred from other sources* At
the time of the study, the agency was caring for 70 children on the
grotmds*
Leake and Watts has four types of services in their program. They are
as follows: group care, foster home care, adoption and after care* With¬
in this frame work, the agency offers to all of the children many services
such as case work to the children and their families, psychiatric consiil-




tation, psychological testing and medical services*
^or various reasons, children are not able to sustain the close family
relationship and accept responsibilities in the home. These children that
come to the agency are generally those i«ho have experienced distiurbed
parent~child relationship or those vho have displayed undesirable behavior
vdth t#hich the parents are not able to cope* The institution attempts to
carry oxtt a program that will adequately meet the needs of the children
they are serving to give them a full irtiolesome life*
A majority of the children on the grounds attend the local public
schools. There are also facilities for those who are unable to adjust in
the public school because of behavior prcblems and extreme slowness* There¬
fore, the institution has a school with three full time teachers and a
principal* There are also accomnodations for arts and crafts, music, trips,
sports and church activities in the program for the children living on the
grounds* A full time nurse is in dsarge of the medical care* Other medi¬
cal resources in the area are ttilized when needed*
Foster Home Program
The agency recognized that institutional care alone was not adequate
for the child throu^out his life. Therefore, as early as 1914> foster
honffis were utilized as additional ways to help meet the needs of specific
groups of children*^ However, in those years, this was considered unde¬
sirable for children. Many positive reasons supported this feeling since
foster home finding tetiiniques were not developed adequately to provide
i
Anne Cecilia Moroney, "A Functional Study of the Foster Home Depart¬
ment at the Leake and Watts Children’s Home, Yonkers, New York: 1944-1952*
(Unpublished Master’s thesis. School of Social Service, Fordham Universitjr,
1953), p. 21*
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the best possible experience for the child. As a result, more emphasis
was given to institutional care*
As early as the 1930*s uhen the Leake and Watts Social Service Depart¬
ment was established, it was recognized that a foster home department
shoTold be part of the agency’s program. The aims of this department were
to study and accept homes that cotild offer not only good physical care, but
afford to provide childiren with the opportiuaities for an adequate emotional
and social development. They recognized that some of these needs could
only be met throu^ a home with family life; therefore the agency organized
its own foster home department in 1944«
Homes were secured by contact with various media as newspaper,
churches and personal contact. During the first year, almost fifty children
were placed in foster homes studied by the agency, "Although direct place¬
ment had been accepted by the institution, it remained a minor part of the
foster home program until 194S."^
During the years of 1947-194S, Leake and Watts received many requests
from different families to have foster children in their hcmies,^ Appli¬
cations were readily accepted and this increased the availability of homes
to the agency. When a fire destroyed the main section of the sleeping
facilities, they adroitly used homes that had been studied and waiting for
children. Since that time, the foster home department has grown a great






is increasing steadily. These foster homes are located within a radius
of 100 miles from the agency.
As stated hefore, an attempt is made to select foster homes that will
adequately meet the needs of children. Careful selection and use of these
homes can contribute to the success of the children's having a happy and
positive experience.
CHAPTER III
CRITERIA LCX)KED FOR IN FOSTER PARENTS
"The process of recmiting, studying and selecting families to care
for children who need placement is known as homefinding*Prospectire
boarding parents who come to the agency to offer their homes to children
are not labeled as clients* They do not come for help with a problem, but
rather to offer their services. Many prospective foster parents feel they
are able to give foster children adequate care; however, the agency does
not assume responsibility for helping them to find a child. These homes
are accepted because they are able to assist the agency in carrying out
its function, which is to give boarding care to children under conditions
2
which have been fovind to be acceptable.
Motivation
We are aware that these applicants have needs which motivate them to
offer their homes. True, these motives and perhaps others come to the
surface in the course of the study; thqy may be satisfied by their offering
of a home. Even thou^ the primary concern is to find suitable homes, the
agency is also concerned with helping the foster parents find satisfaction
in giving this service.
It is necessary for the worker to have an understanding of the motives
of those who come to offer their homes for the boarding care of children,





We mist nob forget that there must be some awareness of ^at the agency
has to e3q)ect of all boardii^ parents themselves and in relation to the
particular child who may be placed in their homes* "These factors con-: 1
tribtibe in the basis for the criteria in selecting homes*"^
The Child Welfare League of America states their standards about moti¬
vation of foster parents.
Motivation of applicants for wanting a foster child should
be evaluated in terms of the reasons which applicants recog¬
nize and can verbalize, and any tmderlying needs revealed in
the strxly, both of >diich are important in understanding the
total personality,^
The following home illustrates this criterion >diich relates to the
BK)tives behind foster jfsarents* desire to board chlldiren*
Mr, and Mrs, B,, both aged fifty, idiite couple; requested two children
tinder the age of ten. The worker studied this home, and wanted to learn
their motivations for wanting foster children,
Mrs, B, told the worker she had heard of other families
taking foster children. She told me she had a part time
domestic Jcb, but knew she would rather stay home and take
care of her children, )k*s, B, told the worker she wanted a
playmate for her daxaghter. After further questioning the
worker was able to help the applicant verbalize the under¬
lying needs in requesting foster children. It was brou^t
out that she did not want to go to work and she hoped that
having foster children would supplement their income.
The B, home was rejected because the worker felt they seemed only in¬
terested in money. There were some doubts in the worker’s mind lAiether this
family could manage adequately without the incOTie foster children would add
1
Eugene A, Weinstein, op, eit». p, 37*
2
Child Welfare League of America, Standards for Foster Family Care
Service (New York, 1959), p, 39,
lU
to the home since Hr* 6. made $60*00 a week.
The tirge to secure a foster child can be wholesome or ■uniAolesorae.
Some prospectiire foster parents are able to recognize and communicate free¬
ly their underlying motives in wanting foster chilcJren in their homes*
However, both the stated and tmoonscious motivations may be valid, sound,
and couqjatible witti the capacity to create a favorable experience for the
foster child. The respective motivations should not be in serious conflict
1
with each other,
"It has been said repeatedly that the presence of financial motivation
in and of itself does not detract from the usefulness of the foster
family*" However, if this is found to be a motivating factor, it is neces¬
sary to investigate whether there are motives combined with this one or
what intrinsic meaning the financial motivation may have beyond the practi¬
cal need for money. let, despite such a lack of a primary motivation for
money, the foster paraits will expect to be paid* Esther Glickraan feels
it is acceptable in our culttire to wish to be paid for any creative work,
2
even if it stems flrcmi unmet needs*
The second home also illustrates the same criterion and Esther Glickmah
point about this area*
Mr* and l^s* K*, aged thirty-one and thirty years, Negro couple, re-
1
Esther Glickman, op* cit., p. 180,
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quested an infant* The worker felt they were able to verbalize what
seemed to be their motives in asking for children*
Mrs. K. stated that she was not interested in caring" for
a child for the money alone. She also wished to give a foster
child a home* She felt having a foster child in the home would
help her boys learn to share their parents with other children*
She felt it wotild be beneficial to help a foster child and they
felt foster children would add to their home*
The K* home was accepted not aiainly on the basis of their positive
motivation for wanting children, but because of other factors the worker
found during the coiirse of the study* The worker felt they could give a
wholesome experience to foster children* The worker felt they could give
a good life and she also sensed the security in the K, couple which re¬
vealed they were able to realistically manage their income; the K*s in¬
come wasS120.00 weekly*
The writer talked with four workers who work with Foster Home Finding
at Leake and Watts about what appears to be the motives that prospective
foster parents have in mind when asking for children*
It was fotind that there are many reasons these parents give for wanting
to board children; no worker gave the impression that foster parents wanted
a child who could be fitted into a desired pattern or mold* All of the
workers felt these people expressed a sincere love for children and a de¬
sire to help the less fortunate ones* One worker said they were sinply
lonely; they wanted to give service and th^ had the ability to give love
to a child who was not their own* Three workers felt finance was a strong
factor; one worker felt a religious type of motivation was revealed by
prospective foster parents. Another worker felt the majority of the Negro
foster parents seemed to feel obligated to take "their own" into care*
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As stated before, most prospective foster parents have a variety of
motives in taking children. The writer feels it is necessary for the
case worker to understand the motives in order to determine whether or not
these spoken oms are conqpatible with the needs of the children for whom
foster homes are explored, and whether they can be satisfied while sharing
responsibility with an agency. As social workers we must not forget that
our understanding of the incentives of the foster parents are helpful in
providing us with a basis for accessing their general behavior and feelings.
This assessment can aid us in placing children.
Of the sample of fourteen homes, the motivations of the accepted homes
measured up to the criteria of the agency. Several motivations were found
with prospective foster parents wanting to continue family life, having
love for children, and wanting to share their homes with foster children.
However, all of the rejected homes used in the sample (eight) failed to
meet the criteria conceraing this area. Their motives seemed to be mainly
financial, hoping to have a child who would lessen their marital discord,
and the prospective parents* desire to have a child when they were unable
biologically to have one of their own.
Specific Request
Even thou^ the agency selects and places each child in the home, this
decision shoxild be guided by the boarding parents* wishes. The worker
studying the home should discuss the family* s choice at the time of appli¬
cation; this is reviewed and revised as they get further into the study.
The worker has a chance to help the prospective foster parents understand
1
the children who need care as she becomes acquainted with these people,
Henrietta Gordon, op, cit.. p, 141,
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¥e must remember, foster parents have prejudices like other people*
Gordon states the foUovring:
Boarding parents have prejudices as do all people. They
can give of themselves most spontaneously and generously to
a child who naturally calls out their empathy, and therefore
they should be given the kind of child they feel able to take,^
The following home illustrates a situation in >diich the prospective
foster parents requested a specific child and shared with the worker the
type of child they felt th^could love and tanderstand. They wanted a boy,
between the ages of five and seven* They did not want an extremely slow
child, but one who had the potentials to be an average child, provided he
was exposed to the right surroiindings*
Mrs. L* mentioned that she talked with her husband and
they felt they could not handle an extremely slow child*
She informed the worker that if the child is troubled that
this was different and they would accept him in their home*
Mrs. L« said they felt they could help this type of child*
Mrs* L* also revealed to the worker that she feels that a
child younger than her son will be able to identify with
him and perhaps regard him as a helpful big brother* Mrs*
L* remarked that a healthy child and one with potentials
to be normal, they would be able to help in many ways be¬
sides giving him physical carej with a retarded child, she
felt they would not be able to give much help*
The worker accepted the L* home because she felt they could help a
foster child have a wholesome and happy life* The worker recognized the
ii^ortance of placing a child in the home that the family had been planningi
therefore, she gavettiem the opportunity to verbalize the objections, and
to present conditions under which they might be willing to acquiesce* The
worker was successful in cariying out their specific request and this home




Of all the fourteen foster homes used in the sample, it was significant
to note that only one couple had a specific request* This was in i:*egard
to age, intelligence and wanting a child with potentials to be average*
The rest of the thirteen prospective foster homes did not give any specific
request, but were general and were willing to accept whatever child the
agency covild place in their homes.
Family Relationship
"Since the advent of psychiatric influences in social case work, home¬
finding has benefited greatly through recognition of the importance of
emotional forces in the hcane," In selecting foster hcmaea, the writer
feels that it is necessary to study the home in order to gain some insight
into the emotional climate of the home. The foster home worker looks for
a home where the foster parents are nonnally gratified in their own lives,
especially in the areas of love and achievement* The author is under the
in5>ression that many of our foster children cane from natural families
where the inter-relationships within the family were not wholesome or posi¬
tive ones* It is therefore felt that the emotional climate of the foster
home placement should be considered before a home is accepted by the
agency*
The inter-relationship, among the members of the foster family is also
a very important factor to consider in selecting a home. The child welfare
worker must determine whether or not a home can offer to the foster child
the tolerance, affection, flexibility and security that he needs te
Hazel Frederickaen, The Child and His Welfare (San Francisco, 1948),
p, 160,
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experience*^ Only harm can cane from placing a child in a home where these
entities are lacking*
The general emotional stability and tone of the home atmosphere should
be ascertained before accepting the home* The worker seeks to find udiether
this home has a too-still quality, a toidslike quietness, or a restful
peace* She wants to know if this home is gay and fun-loving or tense and
oppressive, with strictness and melancholy* Is it disorganized and scattered,
making for discomfort and loneliness, and is there a sense of vinity and
2
sharing among the family* It is important to view the_ interactions of the
family and decide whether a foster child wotold receive a positive experi¬
ence in this hone*
Inter-relationship within the foster family members for one another is
important to be viewed* A knowledge of how the individual members relate
to one another and what needs the family reveal during the study in relation¬
ship to marital, parent-child and sibling relationship are also essential
to explore in the study* This is not to be taken li^tly because it is
felt that a foster child needs the proper identification around this area*
The following illustration serves to point out family relationships:
Mr* and Mrs* I«, a Negro couple, both aged forty, requested three
children between the ages of six through twelve* This is a childless
couple* The I’s have been married twelve years and Mr* I* is a member of
the U* S, Navy and away from the home at least five months out of the year.




Esther Glickman, op* cit*. p* 177*
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however, the few times he was in the picture, the worker questioned what
type of identification this home could give to a foster child*
Today I had a chance to see both Mr. and Mrs, I. to-
gether and got quite a different picture of the family
situation than I had gotten previously, Vir, I. gave the
impression of having little experience with women in the
sort of situation in iidiich he found himself today* How^-
ever, it was an uncomfortable one for him and it was not
his attitude which distxarbed me, but I was disturbed by their
relationship to each other and by the way Mrs* I* reacted
today, I was particularly struck by her anxiety, her need
to constantly have all the answers and her apparent lack
of understanding of what home and parents can mean to a
child. Also, as I talked to her hiisband she woiild inter¬
rupt, telling him *such a thing was true* and using me as
liaison* Thqr also disagreed on most points arovind child
care and Mrs, I, would turn to me and say, *1 am right,
aren*t I?'
After an evalxiation of what this home could offer to a foster child,
the agency felt they would not be able to tise this home. Their decision
was based on several things:
a) The fact that Mr, I* was away so much (the worker placed most
of the emphasis on this)*
b) The lack of insight into the needs of foster children*
c) A major factor, their poor marital relationship.
The second home illiastration points out the type of family relation¬
ship we like our foster children to receive* This infers to the proper
identification where a family shows togetherness, vinity, and displays a
great deal of warmth for each other*
Mr* and Mrs, C* have been married thirteen years and are the parents
of two children, aged eight and ten; they have a niece, eighteen yearsjl
who has been living with than for five years*
The worker observed the C* family to have a close and
warm relationship* Mr* C, informed the worker that he felt
he had made a very good choice in his wife* The worker felt
this was a family irtiere there was no one dominant individual
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in the home. She was also iaq^ressed with the together¬
ness they seemed to have around child care.
This home was accepted because of the many positive factors this family
had to offer a foster child. The worker was fairly sure a child woxild re¬
ceive the positive identification in the areas of close family relation¬
ships.
The writer interviewed the workers in the Home Finding Depai*tment a-
round the area of relationships within the family. It was found that workers
agreed that they are very concerned about the relationships with the children
and if the prospective foster parents are able to ccaaraunicst©with them.
Three workers are interested in the relationship with the husband and the
wife. One worker was interested in the father's role in the family and the
kinds of participation with the children in the homej one worker felt the
foster father was the passive person in the family, however, this did not
mean he was not capable of giving love to them. This worker was also main¬
ly interested in whether he accepted the children, and offered them love
and affection.
In the san?)le of fourteen homes, two rejected homes did not measvire up
to the agency's standards on family relationship and five homes were not
accepted because of other reasons. One applicant lived alone and was a
widow} therefore, there wease no data on this area| however, her home was re¬
jected because of age. All six of the accepted homes in the sample were
able to meet the standards.
Age of Foster Parents
It is iapossible to set a specific age standard for foster parents.
However, foster parents over sixty, do not make good foster
22
parents,^ The Child Welfare League of America states the following:
Age of foster parents should be considered only as it
affects their physical energy, flexibility, and ability
to care for a specific child, and in relation to the proba¬
ble duration of placement of a particular child*^
, Jean Chamley, in The Art of Child Placement, has this to say about
the age of foster parents,
Thou^ men and women beyond sixty have serious short¬
comings as foster parents, it is often tirue that families
well into their fifties constittite one of the most usefiil
types. These people become, in the eyes of children, stiH
tied to their parents, not ‘parent substitutes* but 'grand¬
parent substitutes,' In mch the same way, foster parents
in their late twenties and early thirties can beccane
'married sister.^ substitute’ for adolescents. Because
foster parents at either age extreme do not seem like parent
substitutes, they may be less threatening to some children,3
The New Tork Department of Health section on regulation governing the
board and care of children has this to say about the age of accepted foster
parents.
The applicant, other than the husband, is under sixty
(60) years of age unless she was continuously the holder
of a siBoilar permit or certificate prior to and since her
sixtieth birthday,^
The home of Mrs, V. illustrates a prospective foster mother that was
rejected because of age.
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Mrs, V,, aged seventy, requested two children, Mrs, V,
came to the agency to talk with the worker about being a
prospective foster parent, she also gave her age to the
worker as being fifty-nine. The worker felt Mrs, V, seemed
much older than fifty-nine. She was more likely to be in
her seventies, Mrs, V, brou^t many papers to the interview;
rather than to get into a discussion with the worker on age,
she had preferred to show the worker the various papers.
She was licensed as a midwife in Cuba, It was the worker's
impression that Mrs, V, knew that she was not eligible to be
a foster parent because of age and she stated to the worker
that she was over sixty but would not give her exact age;
she merely hoped the agency could use her anyway. The worker
explained to Mrs, V, about the age limitation and helped her
to see she could not qualify to become a foster parent.
Of all the prospective homes used in the sample, it was significant to
note that only one applicant was rejected because of age. The rest of the
homes in the sample, including six approved homes and seven rejected ones,
met the age standards.
As stated before, the writer feels that it would be impossible to set
a specific age standard for foster parentsj it is felt that there are many
positive reasons to support this feeling. Often, we find foster parents
in their late forties and fifties that seem to have a great deal to offer
to children who have come from an extremely deprived background, where few
oftWer needs have been met. As social workers, we should limit our involve¬
ment with age information. It may tend to cause us to overlook many other
existing positive aspects that these homes have to offer to foster
children. The writer is in agreement with the criterion concerning age
which states that the age of foster parents should be considered only as it
affects their physical energy, flexibility, and ability to care for children.
However, if the prospective foster parents are able to meet these children’s
needs adequately, their age should not be the major reason in barid.ng them
from becoming foster parents.
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Attitude Toward Child Care
The writer recognizes that when the prospective foster parents show in~
terest in continuing the stucfy, it is vitally iinportant to study their
attitudes and feelings toward the care of foster children. What foster
parents eaqject from foster children should be discussed, also their feelings
of what they feel it will be like to take care of foster children. This
should be verbalized in relation to the role that the child will have in the
home, "(whether baby sitter, chore boy, boarder, conspanion to the child,
or that of the daughter or son who was never bom to them)"^ As child
welfare workers, it is essential to find out the applicant's attitudes to»
ward what they expect of the child in his response both now and as he is
growing up; another Ikctor to be considered is how they consider the child
2
in relation to his own family and to the agency.
The foster parents shoiild be able to treat the child on his own level*
The homes accepted to give service to children shotild also be the ones with
the attitudes of comparing the foster oChlijihia achievements with his pre¬
vious record, rather than on a group level; also giving him praise idiere
it is deserved,^
It is this writer*s opinion that some of the attitudes about diild
care, that social workers look for in prospective fester parents, can be
clearly shown in the material obtained in the interviews with four workers
1
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in the Foster H<»ne Finding Department at Leake and Watts Chlldren*s Home.
The workers felt it takes a little while to judge the attitudes of
these prospective foster parents. However, the workers are interested in
the attitudes they have about the areas of misbehavior; how they see the
best ways to discipline a child. All of the workers were Interested in
foster parents who are capable of accepting a limited child, one who is
slow and needs encouragement. Attitudes are taken into consideration about
school achievement, (they perh^s have to have a bri^t child who could do
well in school). Three workers were interested in attitudes toward disci¬
pline; does this home allow permissiviness but utilize some structure
disciplining, and can the parents be finn when necessary^
One worker felt it was Inqportant to have ideas about physical care but
more emphasis was placed on the emotional climate. They were all in¬
terested in foster parents* attitudes abovit accepting natural parents and
supervision from the agency. Three workers felt it necessary to knew if
prospective foster parents see all children alike or could see them as in¬
dividuals. They firmly remarked that, "we must remeniber, we do not find
homes without negatives and often after placing a child in the home there
is a better tinderstanding of the prospective foster parents* attitudes to¬
ward child care."
Of the fourteen homes used in the sample, the agenqr's standards on
attitudes in regard to child care, were met in the six accepted homes.
Two home were rejected because of the negative factors in this area. The
other six homes were rejected because of other low standards that were
found by the agency.
The following illustration states Carl Rogers* point on attitude:
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An attitude of intelligent understanding involves the
ability to look at the child’s behavior as a natural re¬
sult of his make up and e3q)erience rather than as an in¬
fraction of morals or a deviation from adult convention*
It also requires the creative imagination to understand
the way the child feels and the motives for his act*^
Mr* and Mrs. G,, both in their forties, are a white couple who ap¬
plied for foster children* The worker was quite in^sressed with both parents
and felt there were some definite positive factors in this home* Theirs
seemed to be an understanding, stable, healthy and sensitive home*
The worker talked especially about such problems as
bedwetting, stealing, temper tantrums and aggressive be¬
havior* The G*'s seemed to be quite understanding along
these areas* Mrs* G* drew references from seme of her
own nieces and nephews, particularly in the area of bed¬
wetting; one received the impression that the pi?ospective
foster mother could treat this in a rather casual way and
would accept this. They also seemed to have gentiine
understanding of the kinds of reactions shown by children
who need to be placed away from their home; the G, *s
thought this must be very difficult for a child and
certainly the child would react strenuously to this* They
were able to say that they would be willing to go along
and help the child make a satisfactory adjustment in their
home. Th^ also thou^t it would take a great deal of
patience and understanding in helping foster children to
settle down in new surroundings, but they felt they had
this to give a foster child*
Among the attitudes that are regarded as positive, are prospective
foster parents wanting to do their job well, and wanting all the help and
advice that a social worker can give them. Being foster parents cali for
all the usual virtues and in addition qualities above and beyond those
customarily associated with parenthood, Ttere is no special virtue in
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loving one*3 own child; however, to love someone else*s child requires
really uncommon qualities of heart and jnlnd.^
1
Dorothy Hutchinson, In Quest of Foster Parents (New York, 1943)»
CHAPTER 17
CRITERIA LOOKED FOR IN CQMMJNITIES WHERE
FOSTER PARENTS LITE
"In the selection of foster homes, the social agency considers whether
the individual foster family will provide the right home for a healthy and
normal development of the particular child.However, some attention is
given to the moral and ethical standards of the family, neighborhood,
location and the community standards. The spiritxial and religious back¬
ground of the foster parents deserves serious thou^t. Professional skills
in selecting foster parents are needed for fitting together the child's
emotional, intellectual and physical needs with the hope of foster parents
to succeed in the best possible adjustment and satisfaction of both child
and foster family,^
Moral and Ethical Standards
Good religious standards denote a wise understanding of the values and
necessity of religious training and education for all children.^ It is the
author's opinion that prospective foster parents should possess the ability
to give this training to children placed in their homes; there should also
be a wholesome practical religious life within the family. As stated be¬
fore, this factor should be thoroughly ejqplored before accepting a home.
Aside from some specific religious training there should be no evi¬
dence of moral degeneracy within the home, such as excessive drinking among
_
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family members and lax attitude concerning sex. A child shotild not be
placed in a home wherein he will be exposed to immoral activities that
mi^t prove detrimental to him, both physically and morally.
It is important that prospective foster parents have a settled philoso¬
phy of life. They should hare sound moral and ethical standards, and an
appreciation of spiritual values to give the foster child the positive
identification he needs around this area. The applicant should be sensi¬
tive and understanding in order to adjust in meeting the child's needs
according to the effect of his emotional deprivation in his own
personality,^
The Child Welfare League of America states its criterion around moral
and ethical standards.
It is presumed that foster parents should be persons who
have reputable character, values and ethical standards con¬
ducive to the well-being of dbildren.2
The following home illustrates this criterion which relates to the
moral and ethical standards foster parents should possess,
Mr, and Mrs, T,, Negro couple, aged forty-seven and forty-eight re¬
spectively, requested two foster children between the ages of twelve and
fifteen. The woricer who studied this home questioned the low values and
morals that seemed to be present in this home.
In evaluating the T, home for foster children, their
morals seemed questionable. From talking with Mr, T, it
appears that he is mainly interested in gambling and alco¬
hol, It was learned that Mr, T, was discharged from the
aiTjy because of irresponsible behavior,
_
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They also sent in a marriage booklet which stated on
the 24th of September 1958, Miss G, F, and F, T, were
married and the witnesses were Miss D, and Mrs, L, Worker
indicated that since the marriage was such a recent one,
we would have to discuss it further, I suggested that
when I had the time I would visit them or they could come
to see me«
In this interview we discussed their recent marriage and
Mr, and Mrs, T, said that they had never found it necessary
to be married, that they felt they had gotten along well
without marriage while many of their married friends were
not happy together. However since it was necessary to be
mairied to have foster chiMren, they were willing to be
married, I would like to point out that on all their of¬
ficial papers, such as insurance papers, they do not list
themselves as man and wife, I remarked that I was sorry
that th^ had not discussed this with me before, because in
considering this further, we could not use their home for
foster children, I explained that we had been interested
in using them for foster children but because of the many
problems that our foster dliildren had with their own fami¬
lies, that it was necessary for the foster family to conform
to such community regulations as marriage, I let them know
this was important in our eyesight, though it did not seem
to be in theirs, I considered also their marriage booklet,
which they showed and wondered if they had a license that
had a state seal on it. We talked more about children and
standards in the cooraunity and their feelings that they do
give the appearance of being married, I informed the T,'s
that their being married had ia^iortance to foster children.
The T, home was rejected because of the many negative aspects in the
hcane situation. The final aspect of not being married added up to a home
that the agency could not accept. It was felt that the types of morals
displayed in this home were not conducive to the kind of environment in
which a foster child should be placed.
The second home illustrates the types of values that are preferred for
prospective foster parents to maintain. This is in reference to sound
moral and ethical standards,
Mr, and Mrs, L,, aged seventy-five and forty-five respectively, are a
childless couple. They have been married twenty-two years. They requested
girls.
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In evaluating the L, home It seems to be a home of
high moral standards, I feel there is nothing question¬
able in this area, I also feel this family set-up may be
conducive to giving care to children who need it. I have
taken into account their social and cultural values; there¬
fore, I feel this home will do a great deal for foster
children.
The home was accepted because of the many good factors fotind in the
home.
Of the fourteen homes used in the sample, the moral and ethical
standards of six were very hi^. One home was rejected because of age,
the prospective foster mother's values were high. It was found that seven
of the rejected homes' moral standards were extremely low and they were
not able to meet the criteria around this area.
Conmunity Standards
The foster family's standing in the community has to be ascertained.
This is obtained from such sources as references from conuminity figures,
their pastor and school authorities,^ Social standards in the community
should be hi^ but at the same td.ms, flexible to accept a small stranger
with whom no one is familiar, and >feo must therefore be accepted for just
what he is for the moment,^ Social woricers shotild not overlook this type
of investigation because if this is taken lightly, it will be more de¬
structive to the foster child.
As indicated before, when considering a home for a child, his need is
the guide in selecting the home, A child i^oxild not be placed in a high
1
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class neighborhood that has considerable civic pride and is not able to
accept a foster child that needs their support.^ We must not forget that
we want to approve homes in connrunities where other parents are willing
to take chances on the associations which their children form. This should
be shared with the prospective foster parent because we do nob want other
parents fimily forbidding their children having anything to do with the
foster child*
The writer talked with four workers who worked with Foster Home Finding
at Leake and Watts aboxib whether they were interested in the function of
the family within the coamunity* The findings were as follows.
It was learned that the workers are very interested in the community
in »*iich these applicants live. Two workers were interested in the appli¬
cants’ friends.
Three workers felt that the type of hobbies and recreational activi¬
ties of the different communities often told them something about the
comnainity and the prospedtive foster parents. One worker felt it was im¬
portant to know what the applicants do with their free time and how they
function in the conraunityj she also felt this was a guide in knowing what
tjrpe of child to place in the home. They all felt that this criterion was
iaqportant to help a child have a wholesome life.
Almost all of the rejected homes used in the sample seemed to fall te
meet the criteria around ccmnnunity standing, with the exception of two
homes. One was rejected because of moral standards, and for the aged ap¬
plicant there VEjre no data on community standing. All the homes that were
1
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accepted by the agency met the criteria in the above area.
Reference
Social references differ to a certain degree from those received trcm
physicians and clergymen*^ At the present, these are used in stuffing
the prospective foster home in addition to those from professional indi¬
viduals, Even thou^ references are helpful in the study, in giving infor¬
mation about the couple, the agency bases its final decision of whether to
place the child on the evaluation of the information gathered in the inter-
2
view with the applicants themselves.
The Child Welfare League has this to say about references:
References should be used to supplement the information
obtained through interviews and observation regarding the
foster family,*
Dorothy Hutchinson, In Quest of Foster Parents, has tjiis to say about
references:
In homefinding, the use of references has fluctuated
from an overdependence on their value to an almost total
disregard of them. There has been no standariization of
practice with regard to the nvmiber of references inter¬
viewed whether th^ should be visited or merely written to.
Finally, opinions have differed as to whether relatives
make profitable references, or are too biased for objective
use.^
The writer feels that we should give some consideration to what we ex-
1
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pect of references* It seems that what one seeks from a personal refeiv
ence Information source is to confirm his own confidence in the applicant*
It is presxjmed that the reference source may have first-hand information
which has come to the agency only second-hand*
There ha® been decided changes in attitude toward social references in
recent years, reflecting the point of view that homefinding is a special¬
ized case work task* The purpose of such visits or quests for information
is to get to know the kind of people with idiom the prospective boarding
family shares their social life; their relationship with people outside
of the family. Consideration should be given to the idea that this may
also reveal the reception the child will be given by friends of the
applicants*
The following illustration serves to point out such a reference*
Mr* and Mrs* E*, aged forty-two and forty-five respectively, requested
two children* The E*'s gave Mrs* B* as a social reference* Mrs* B* has
been a friend of the E, family for fifteen years; she is the wife of a
minister* The worter felt she shared some first-hand information with the
agency*
I talked with Mrs* B, who lives two blocks from the
E. home* Mrs. B. felt Mrs, E, was gifted in handling
children. It was felt the E*'s would be able to handle
most problems because of Mr* and Mrs* E.*s patience,
understanding and the gentleness they displayed to
children, Mrs, B, felt that they were highly respected
in the neighborhood* She also felt they wore fine
people, Mrs* B. concluded that she felt they have hig^h
standards and were regular church menbers*
This home was accepted because of the many fine qualities found in the
E, home* The worker was sure these people had the wish to meet the needs
of foster children*
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The writer interviewed the workers in the Foster Home Finding Depart¬
ment concerning their use of reference* It was found that two workers
felt this area was very impcartant; one did not feel this was too valuable
and felt she should spend her time knowing the prospective foster parents*
She continued to say, if there was a need to see references^ she would
call or write* This particular worker felt that talking with a profession¬
al reference was more important; for instance, the minister tdio would be
working with the child and the physician who would be examining the
children* One worker felt that it was only necessary to get the general
opinion of the applicant from the references; she also felt it was not so
much what they said but who they were and how long they had known the
persons requesting foster children* It was the general opinion that most
references did not share anything extremely revealing*
Of all accepted homes used by the agency, there was a positive re¬
sponse frcan all the references. Two of the accepted homes used a minister
and a physician as references* Each of the accepted homes gave three
references and the worker was able to visit fourteen of these eighteen
references. The reasons for this were that two of the references were
never available to the worker and the worker was unable to contact them.
The worker felt since there were more than enotigh positive data on one of
the applicants, it was not necessary to contact the other references.
Each of the rejected applicants gave three references^ however, it was not
necessary to visit their references inasmuch as this was the last step in
the study and the worker found out earlier they coxild not use the hcane*
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Location
Knowledge is needed of the type of neighborhood in which the families
live,^ Is it rural, suburban or urban? Information should also be in¬
vestigated as to its delinquency rate, its cultural, financial and social
level*^ However, it should be stressed that in evalmting this area for
a particular child, the stereotype should be avoided* Other facets of the
location of the prospective parents* home which need to be known are the
type of schools and distance from the agency*
The Child Welfare League states the following:
Foster homes should be located where schools, church,
recreational and other community facilities, and the office
of the social agency are reasonabl7 accessible*3
The following home illustrates this standard^ it was rejected because
of location*
Kr* and Mrs* S*, aged fifty, requested two children be¬
tween the ages of ten and thirteen* They are the parents
of a ten year old daughter* Mr* and Mrs* S* lived quite a
distance from the agency and it took nearly three hours to
reach the home* They live in a rural area and there are
few children in the neighborhood* They belong to a church
but attend very seldom since the church is some distance
from the home* Ttere are nearly no recreational activities
to be found in this community* Mrs* S* does not participate
in any community activities nor S, Their interest is
centered around home and their daughter* I learned from
Mrs* S* that the school is a long distance from the home.
Her dau^ter uses the school bus*
In the accepted homes used by the agency in the sanple, all met the
criteria arotxnd location. They were located within the 100 mile radius
1
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of the agenc7i they were all located where foster children cotild attend
church, school and participate in the different recreational activities.
Of the rejected homes, one was mainly rejected because of location. The
other seven rejected homes did meet the criteria around location, but were
rejected because of other poor standards.
CHAPTER V
CRITERIA LOOKED FOR IN FOSTER HOMES
"There are other factors in the choice of foster parents all of 'uhicii
can perhaps never be reduced to the generalizations of an application oiauk
or to a routinized office procedure of investigation," There are iBw
portant items also in connection with the more physical side of the foster
2
home, The writer feels these important items should he the physical,
housekeeping and economic standards which should be investigated when one
studies the prospective foster home. The health and physical fitness of
the applicants should not be omitted.
Theoretically, the situation most conducive to a child's healthy
emotional development is the home where the child is placed. It is re¬
garded as desirable for the foster home to reproduce the condition of a
normal environment as far as possible within the limits of the placement
3
system. The writer feels after all, it is in the home the child lives
and grows and not with the agency.
Housekeeping Standards
It is also necessary to know the pl^sical condition of the home, Ihis
includes its material standards and state of care. There should also be
knowledge of its set-up in terms of the number of rooms, their ftimishings,
—X
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their location, and idiere the foster child will sleep in relation to vdiere
the others sleep. All this factual information is needed to isake suitable
arrangements for the child's adequate physical care and comfort. This also
indicates a source of possible emotional stress to the child from a diffi¬
cult reality situation,^
The physical facilities of the home should present no hazards to the
safety of a foster child. Physical standards should be of a degree of
comfort sufficient to insure the well-being of the family and its self-
respect in the conmunity in irtxich it resides. In the study of the pro¬
spective foster home, the social agency attenyts to find the foster home
best suited to the individual child's needs,^
The Child Welfare League of America states its criterion concerning
this factual information.
Sleeping arrangements should be such that a separate bed
can be provided for each child. There should be sufficient
sleeping space so that neither the family's own children nor
the foster children share the bedroom of ary adult. Sleeping
rooms should not be shared by children of opposite sexes,
The following illustrates a home that was rejected on the basis of the
factual information learned by the worker, pertaining to the housekeeping
standards, and the physical conditions:
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Mr. and Mrs, P., aged fort7-five and forty-six respectively, Negro
couple, requested three children. This home was located in a rural area
and the housekeeping standards were extremely poor.
Home visits were made on this date prior arrangements
made the previous week. When the worker arrived, Mrs. P,
was not in and was informed that she had "Just gone to the
store." Mrs. P, did not return until an hour later and,
as in our ejqjerience with regard to the group meeting, she
was not at all apologetic for her lateness. The worker was
poorly in5)ressed with the family as the worker was with the
general physical condition of the home. This is one of the
dihtiest homes worker has ever seen, and it reflected the
extremely poor housekeeping standards. The parents and their
children occupy one bedroom on the first floor of a two-story
house. The beds were tinmade and the linens were filthy. The
room was cluttered and had a foul smell in it, as if it had
not been cleaned for many months. The kitchen, dining room,
and living room also appeared not have been cleaned In a
long while. There were dirty dishes about in the kitchen
and dlni'n'g room, open food containers standing about and a
gener41v boilecticm;'.pf.-Junk, dirty clothes, etc. Signifi¬
cantly there are two bedrooms on the second floor idilch are
apparently unoccupied. These were in better condition than
the remainder of the irooms in the house, and one would wonder
why the P, children do not occupy one of these, I appraised
the P.'s home and let them know that we could nob use their
home at this point because of lack of space for foster
children.
The agency felt they could not use the P, home. The worker's de¬
cision vfas based on the following:
1, Extremely poor housekeeping standards,
2, Poor physical standards,
3, Inability to relate to an agency and its stnicture,
Leake and Watts respects the standards of the Child Welfare League of
America, although it is not a member. The agency licenses homes in ac¬
cordance with the requirements of the New York State Department of Social
Welfare, The New York City Department of Health's physical standards are
as follows:
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a) Every room occupied for sleeping purposes by children in
foster hon»s shall have good natural light and ventilation
and shall have one or more windows opening directly to the
outer air.
b) No floor of a room used for sleeping purposes by children
in board shall be below ground level,
c) Rooms used for sleeping purposes by children in foster homes
shall have at least 300 cubic feet of air space for each
person in the room,
d) Every child in board shall have a separate bed or cribj ex¬
cept that with the consent of the certifying agency or the
Department of Health two siblings of the same sex occupy one
full size bed. Children shall not sleep in the same bed with
an adult,
e) No children over the age of one year shall sleep in the same
room with either of the foster parents, or other persons
over sixteen (l6) years of age, except with the consent of
the Department of Health, or, in the case of a certificate,
with the consent of the agency boarding diildren,
f) No more than three persons (children and adults) shall oc¬
cupy any bedroom >diere children in the house are sleeping,^
The author interviewed the workers about the area of housekeeping
standards and the emphasis placed on having adequate space for foster
children. It was learned that they are concerned about housekeeping
standards and they want to be sure the children placed in prospective
foster homes have a space to sleep. The workers felt there is a great
deal of flexibility used in this area, especially if the agency feels this
home has a great deal to offer to a child. One wor^cer felt it was hard to
draw the line around housekeeping standards but was more interested in how
the children would be trained. Three workers mentioned that they realized
standards are set up by society but they do not accept homes that they
feel are either at one extreme or the other. The workers felt that when
1
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applicants are aware they are coining and still do not clean up, this pre¬
sents a negative factor and needs evaluating* Two workers felt that if
they werenot comfortable in the home, th^ could not place the child in the
same setting. They all agreed the child’s physical needs were important}
however, they felt his emotional needs should be given more consideration*
As for sleeping facilities, they generally follow the New York Depart¬
ment of Health's standards| however, there is also some flexibility used
in this area* Two workers do not give enphasis to the child having his
own private room and felt they should use their own Judgment in not placing
him in a home vAiich Jeopardizes his health*
Of the fourteen homes used in the sample, the six approved homes met
the criteria around houskeeping standards* It was found that six re¬
jected homes' housekeeping standards were acceptable^ however, they were
not accepted by the agency because of other poor standards* Only one home
in the sao^le was rejected because of housekeeping and physical standards;
for the other home, the worker held the interview in the office* The appli¬
cant was rejected earlier in the study because of age; therefore, it was
not necessary to visit her home*
As stated before, cleanliness is essential but should not be an ob¬
session which makes living uncomfortable for all members of the family*
The Important consideration is what this home has to contribute to the
normal, healthy development of prospective foster children*^ The agency
wants the prospective foster parents to understand that if a foster child
is not clean, he still needs to be accepted.
Arthur Fink, The Field of Social Work (New York, 1949), p* 203*
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Economic Standards
Discussion of prospective foster parents* situations, their inccane
and other assets, together with expense and liabilities should be as¬
certained; how much, if anything, the parents can contribute for the
child*s support ortside the home,^ Even though this requirement is es¬
sential for the initial me of the family, it should not apply in situ¬
ations where financial problems develop in the comse of the home study.
However, there are generally few homes studied where low income is the
only negative factor of the foster home.
As pointed out before, the economic standards are qxialifications in
accepting or ejecting a hone. The agerwy is concerned in seeing that
the foster child has the care necessary to realize his potentials to the
fullest extent. The applicant should be able to maintain a comfortable
home and an income that is steady and dependable. The home should not be
in such a financial state that the money given for the foster care would
be a way of supplementing the income.
It is most important that the hmband and wife feel satisfied with
their standard of living, and are able to manage within it. The actual
income is not nearly so in^iortant as the attitude that the coi:5)le has
toward life. These qualifications are some of the factors which the case
worker and the applicants must discuss in the process of determining
whether foster care is an appropriate plan for that particular family,
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The Child Welfare League of America states their criterion around
economic standards*
It should be determined that the family has a stable
income sufficient for maintenance of the family without
supplementation of the board payment*^
The following statement illustrates a situation in idiich the prospective
foster parents were not able to manage# They had four children of their
own and their economic qualifications did not measure in any way to the
criteria of the agency* The prospective foster father is a cook and his
yearly income is around 3,000 dollars. His wife is a domestic worker three
days a week*
The financial standai^s of this family are extremely
poor* The worker's impression of the G*'s and their in¬
terest in foster care is that they are primarily interested
in financial need. Therefore, it appears that foster care
was seen as one way of supplementing an income that is
rather meager for a family of five* Mrs* C* indicated
having attenpted to rent their large extra bedroom but thqy
had been unsuccessful* Mr. C* informed the worker that the
maternal grand-mother advised that they take in foster
children* Application might be considered rejected at this
time*
In the sanple of fourteen homes, only two rejected homes did not
measure up to the agency's standards on incomej and the six rejected homes
were not accepted by the agency because of other reasons. All six of the
accepted homes used in the sanple were able to meet the agency's criteria
of economic standards*
It has been established that one of the things the agency should know
is the financial status of the prosepctive foster parents* This is imr-
portant in evaluating whether this home can contribute to the normal, healthy
1
Child Welfare League of America, op* cit*. p* 36*
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development of a prospective foster child,^ Hov#ever, vre must remember,
economic sijfficiency should not be the only enphasis placed on various forms
2
of '’matching.” The aim of the agency is to provide the natural home en¬
vironment a foster home permits.
Health and Physical Fitness
Prospective foster parents will have to submit to a health examination
inasmuch as health is a matter of major concern. Some foster children are
referred to care because of illnesses of natxaral parents or death. They,
therefore, should be protected against the danger of a second loss,^ It
has been pointed out by Henrietta Gordon that a family is not disqualified
because either husband or wife has cwitrolled health problem which does
not interfere with his productivity or social living. The major concern
should be placed on the fact that the child will have little difficulty in
identifying himself with the parent and that the applicant's condition
should not interfere with the parents' functioning as a foster parent. How¬
ever, a home cdiould be rejected as a health hazard when major illnesses are
found, siKJh as cancer, severe heart conditions or active tuberculosis,^
An annual physical examination is desirable for prospective foster
parents, Ifa.physical handicap is present in either foster parent, and
1
Arthur Fink, op, cit., pp* 202-203,
2
Joseph Mersels and Martin B, Loeb, "Unanswered Questions about Foster
Care," Social Service Review (Septenber, 1956), p, 243«
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if this does not interfere vdth his having the ability to give adeqijate
care to a child, it diould not bar them from becoming foster parents. The
meaning of the handicap to the individual should be evaluated, how it af¬
fects the applicant's personality, and whether it may have significance to
a specific foster child.
The City of New York Department of Health states its criterion around
Health and Physical Fitness,
The applicant or applicants and all members of his or
their household are in good health and have no disquali¬
fying physical or mental handicaps. Such facts shall be
attested upon the original application and, in the dis¬
cretion of the Department of Health or authorized agency,
upon any renewal application, by a written statemerit or
statements to the effect, signed by a duly licensed
physician,^
The Child Welfare League of America states its criterion aroimd the
Health and Physical Fitness,
Information daould be obtained regarding the health
history of both foster parents, including a written state¬
ment from a physician regarding their general health,
specific illnesses or disabilities, and written report of
chest X-rays and such other tests as are indicated. It
should also be determined that other adults or children
in the household do not present a hazard to a foster
child throx;igh communicable disease or other illness,^
The home of Mrs, F, illustrates both the criteria of New York City
Department of Health and Child Welfare of America,
Mrs, F, aged fifty, requested two children. She was legally separated
from her husband and did domestic work. She had two children which she
lost when she was young.
1
The City of New York Department of Health, op, clt.. p, 6,
2
Child Welfare League of America, op, cit.. p, 37*
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Mrs, F, has recently been seriously ill and has had*
several operations, intiuding the removal of tumors from
her breast which she said were negative. However, she was
so worn out from the svrgery that M, hospital had sug¬
gested that she stay home and go on relief,
I pointed out the many disadvantages of her plan to
board foster diildren, I explained that if her physician
thinks she needs rest, she should have further medical
check-naps in the next month, . Following these medical check¬
ups, if she were healthy enough to care for children and
could share the care of having foster children with her
mother while she was workirg, we would reconsider her re¬
quest.
The F, home was rejected because the medical reports showed that Mrs,
F, was not physically fit to care for children. The physician finnly sug¬
gested that this home should not be tised and felt that lb's, F, needed a
great deal of rest because of her past serious operations. Based on the
physician's recommendation and other negative factors the F, home was not
used by the agency.
Of all the prospective foster homes used in the san^jle, it was signifi¬
cant to note that ■/ ; only one applicant was rejected because of physical
fitness and health. The rest of the homes, both approved and rejected,
met the criteria in this area.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSI®S
This study was designed to present an adequate description of the
criteria used in the selection of foster homesj it specifically describes
the criteria Leake and Watts Children’s Home used in selecting and re¬
jecting homes*
In the setting of the study, the pioneer work of John Watts and John
Leake in founding this institution. The Leake and Watts Children’s Home
Incorporated, was brou^t out in the setting of the study.
This particular agency has grown and expanded throu^ the years with
four types of services in their program; group care, foster home care,
adoption, and after care. The main purpose of Leake and Watts is to give
services to dependent and neglected children. They are presently caidng
for 75 children on the grounds and are adeqrxately meeting the needs of
these children.
The foster home program of Leake and Watts was established In 1944*
The aims of this department were to study and accept homes that could offer
not only good physical care, but also to give children an opportiuiity to
have an adequate emotional and social development. The Foster Home Depart¬
ment has grown a great deal; now they have approximately 350 children in
foster homes which are located within 100 sniles of the agency. The agency
recognizes that careful selection of these homes can contribute to the
success of the children having a wholesotw and positive experience.
The criteria for a good foster home as advocated by the Child Welfare
League of America were used extensively in the study.
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The motivations of prospective foster parerts waiting children are im¬
portant and they were brought to the surface dialing the course of the
study. It was brou^t out in the study that prospective foster parents
have needs to secure children^ these needs may be wholesome or unwhole¬
some, The motives for wanting foster children had to be considered as they
should be in no way at variance with the best interest of children. There
were many and varied reasons given/ ranging from sheer loneliness, love
of children, desire to help the less fortunate ones, religion, and finance
which is felt to be a strmg factor. However, if finance is found to be
motivating, it is essential to explore idiether there are other motivations
combined with this one which could hd.p to provide the child with a happy
home.
The criterion concerning motivation states that motives of applicants
should be evaluated in terms of the reasons >Aiich prospective foster
parents recegnize and can verbalize; both are in^jortant in understanding
the total personality. Two case illustrations served to point out this
criterion; one home was rejected _by the agency and the other was approved.
It has been established that the agency selects and places each child
in the home. However, the type of child foster parents request should be
a guide when placing the child in the home. This is in^jortanb and diould
be discussed with the applicant before placement,
A home served to illustrate this point in vAiich the applicant requested
a specific child. The worker recognized the in?)ortance of this and placed
the type of diild most desirable.
The relationships among the menbers of the prospective foster family
are important to bo viewed when conducting the home study. The emotional
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atmosphere of the homo should be ascertained before accepting the home*
It is also important to recognize how members of the family relate to one
another and be able to ascertain vdiether this family is one of unity, where
sharing is in^jortant.
Two illustrated cases pointed out family relationship; one home was
accepted by the agency because of the many positive factors in this area,
and the, other home was rejected mainly because of poor marital relationship.
The age 6f foster parents should be considered when applicants apply
to give care to children. This is important because social workers do not
want to accept homes vfcere foster children will see these applicants as
grand-parent stbstitutes or married sister-brother substitutes. However,
this may be less threatening to some children. It was established that
foster parents over sixty do not make good foster parents.
The criterion concerning age states that the age of foster parents
should be considered only as it affects their physical energy, flexibility
and ability to care for children. One home illustration was used to point
out this criterion^ this heme was rejected by the agency.
It is vitally important to study prospective foster parents* attitudes
and feelings toward the care of a foster child. Attitudes concerning mis¬
behavior, discipline, natural parents, physical care and acceptir^ supe3>-
vision from the agency are inportant considerations in homefinding,
A home illustration was used in the study to point out this criterion.
This home was accepted by the agency inasmuch as the worker felt they dis¬
played a great deal of patience and understanding in wanting to help foster
children.
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In selecting foster homes, child-placing agencies study whether the
applicants are able to contribute in providing the right home for a
healthy and normal development for the foster child* The importance of
this area, was established in the studyf however, some attention was given
to the moral and ethical standards, people with whom prospective foster
parents associate and the location in which they live. Exploring ccxnmuni-
ties where applicants live should not be taken lightly. Skill is needed
in selecting prospective foster parents in fitting together the child’s
physical needs with the hope that foster parents succeed in the best possi¬
ble adjustment and satisfaction of both foster child and family.
Three home illxistrations were used in the study which served to point
out moral and ethical standards, references and location. These home illu¬
strations were also related to the standards of Child Welfare League of
America concerning the above criteria*
It was found in the study that there are other factors in the selection
of foster parents that are inportant in connection with the more physical
side of the foster home. This refers to such items as housekeeping and
the economic standards* The health and physical fitness are also essential
to learn in homefinding.
The writer pointed out in the study that these factors are essential
but felt that there is a great deal of flexibility used in this area. The
social worker should take into consideration as to what this home has to
offer to a child and what it has to contiribute to the normal healthy de¬
velopment of a foster child.
Three case illustrations served to point out the criteria looked for
in foster homes* These cases also illustrated the different standards the
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Child Welfare League set Tjp for foster parents.
The author did not feel that tables at the end of each cidterion would
supplement each discussion^ therefore, two tables were presented at the
end of the chapter to present the data as gathered from the research*
It was shown in the tables that the accepted homes of a sas^le of
fourteen homes, met the criteria as stated by the Child Welfare League of
America and were used by the agentgr to give service to children* The eight
rejected homes that wei*e used in the study failed in mary areas to meet
these standards. All eight rejected homes failed the criteria concerning
motivation* There was only one home that made a specific request* Only
two rejected homes did not measiare up to the agency’s starxiards on family
relationship and five homes were not accepted because of other reasons*
It was shown in the table that only one rejected home was not accepted be**
cause of age* Two homes were rejected because of negative factors learned
in attitude and the other home had no data concerning this area* It was
shown in the table that seven of the rejected homes had extremely low
morals and ethical standards and their homes were not used by the agency.
There were no data found in the area of references in relation to the re¬
jected homss* However, there was only one home that was mainly rejected
because of location.
Only three homes in the sample were mainly rejected because of house¬
keeping and physical standards. In the table, it was revealed that only
two rejected hmes did not measure up to the agency’s staiklards concerning
income* The table also showed that of all the prospective foster homes
used in the sample of fourteen homes, only one applicant was rejected be¬
cause of physical fitness and health*
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TABLE 1
CRITERIA MET IN ACCEPTED HOMES
Criteria* 1 2 3 4 5 6
Motivation X X X X X X
Specific Request X X X X X X
Family Relationship X X X X X X
Age of Foster Parents X X X X X X
Attitude Toward Child Care X X X X X X
Moral and Ethical Standards X X X X X X
Community Standards X X X X X X
References X X X X X X
Location X X X X X X
Housekeeping Standards X X X X X X
Economic Standards X X X X X X
Healthy and Physical Fitness X X X X X X
it
X - Criteria met
TABLE II
CRITERIA MET IN REJECTED HOMES
Criteria* 12 3 4 5 6 7 8
Motivation e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Specific Request 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Family Relationship 0 X X X X 0 X X
Age of Foster Parents X X X X 0 X X X
Attitude Toward Child Care X X X 0 Y X X X
Moral and Ethical Standards 0 0 0 0 Y X X X
Ccmimunity Standards X 0 0 0 Y 0 0 0
References Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Location X X X X X X 0 X
Housekeeping Standards 0 0 X X Y X X 0
Economic Standards X X X 0 Y 0 X X
Health and Physical Fitness X X X X X 0 X X
«
X - Criteria met
0 - Criteria not met
Y - No data
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In conclusion, the author feels that the Leake and Watts Children's
Home is earnestly and conscientiously striving to do more than an adequate
job in selecting homes that have a great deal to offer a child who needs
love, patience and understanding. It is felt that the Home Finding Depart¬
ment is approving homes that give children a chance to develop, mature eind
provide them with wholes(»ne stirroundings for a normal development. It ap¬
pears that the methods the Home Finding Department are utilizing, are pro¬






1, What seenu to be the motives prospective foster parents have in
asking for children?
2a What considerations are given to the xinderlying motives that are
not ejqpressed verbally?
II a Physical Setting
la 'What en^shasis do you place on the physical condition of the
nei^borhood and the home?
2# Are you interested in the housekeeping standards of the home?
3a What emphasis do you place on having adequate space for foster
child ren?
Ilia Relationships Within the Family
la To >ihat extent do you consider relationships within the family
to be important?
2a What are indications of the foster father's role within the
family and kind of participation with foster children?
3a Are you interested in the general function of the family within
the home and outside in the community?
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IV, Attitude Toward Child Care1,What do foster parents seem to expect from foster children?.2,How do foster parents feel they can handle certain problems?
A, Bedwetting




F, Handicapped children ,
G, Overprotectiveness
H, Permissiveness3,What are some of the attitudes social workers look for in foster
parents around child care?




!• Filing Number of Case Record








10# Marriage (Separated or divorced)
11, Nvmber of Children and Others in Household
12# Adjiastment of Own Children
13# Marital Relationship
14« Motivations for Wanting Foster Children in the Home__
15# Description of Home
Rooms Number of Bedrooms
Physical Condition
16# Financial Condition
17« Health and Physical Fitness to Care for Foster Child^
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18. Distance Located from the Agency,
19. Moral Character
20.References21.General Function of Family Outside of the Home
22. Emotional Climate of the Home
23. Mutual Agreement of Foster Parents to Accept Children in the Home.24.Intellectual Ability of the Family,
25* Mental Health of Family,
26. Attitude Toward Child Care
27* Realistic Possibility of Providing Type of Children Requested,
28. Willingness to be Involved in the Study,
29* Willingness to Conqply With the Agency Regulations.
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